The Springfree™ Trampoline Difference

1. Patented FlexiRod™ jumping system
2. Unique SoftEdge™ mat
3. FlexiNet™ jumper catching system
4. Flexible externally mounted enclosure rods

No springs and no frame at the jumping surface
No rigid enclosure poles
Peace of mind
Springfree™ Trampoline – Background – How and Why Now

The Greek philosopher Plato once said that “Necessity is the Mother of Invention”.

This statement has been the driving force behind the Springfree Trampoline and its inventor, Dr. Keith Alexander. Dr. Alexander is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand and the father of three children. Nearly 20 years ago, Dr. Alexander decided a trampoline would make a great addition to the family backyard. However, after looking at different spring trampolines being sold in the market, it became apparent that the traditional trampoline design was dangerously flawed. In fact, statistics showed that the frequency of hospital visits by children being treated for injuries that occurred on a trampoline were on a dramatic rise. It also became apparent that many of the industry safety standards were being ignored and it seemed as though no one who made or sold trampolines was seriously concerned about the safety of their products. Recognizing that that “Necessity is the Mother of Invention” – Dr. Alexander set out to reinvent the trampoline.

What was clear was that he had to figure out a design that both removed all of the hard and dangerous surfaces – including the springs and frame – and eliminated the risk of falling. Furthermore, he believed that it was pointless to create a safe and innovative new product if it wasn’t built from the most advanced and highest quality materials. Drawing on these key foundational objectives, Dr. Alexander set about creating an entirely new revolutionary product. Nearly a decade later, after attempting and failing with numerous designs and dozens of modifications and revisions, the first “spring-free” trampoline prototype was completed.

Today, the Springfree trampoline is recognized around the globe as the world’s safest trampoline thanks in large part to the unique safety features Dr. Alexander was able to innovate.

º The Springfree trampoline has no springs to fall on
º Springfree’s frame is out of harm’s way, positioned below the jumping surface, making it impossible to land on
º You can’t fall off thanks to a strong and flexible safety enclosure
º You don’t have to work about hitting enclosure support poles – Springfree flexible, outward bending rods

As a result, parents can have the highest level of confidence that when their kids are playing on their Springfree trampoline, every safety feature has been considered. Winner of several prestigious awards including Product of the Year in USA & Canada, Parents Choice Awards, Family Choice Awards and Australian International Design Award, Springfree Trampoline is the world’s only safe trampoline. We invite you to see which model meets the needs of your family today.
The World’s Safest 5 Trampoline Models
Customer Review

Great Family Fun!

The Springfree Trampoline is outstanding value and so much fun. I've done a ton of research and I'm really impressed with the safety features on this product. Our trampoline just arrived and the kids have not stopped jumping! In these tough economic times, this has been a great addition to our backyard and family! My husband is really impressed with the workmanship and security offered by this Springfree Trampoline - it really is the safest trampoline out there.

Valued Customer, USA

---

**Compact Round**

- Diameter of mat (ft): 8
- Surface area of mat (sq. ft): 54
- Minimum lateral installation clearance (ft): 16
- Jumper weight rating (lbs): 154
- Structural load capacity (lbs): 838
- Height of mat above ground (ft): 2.6
- Height of FlexiNet™ above mat (ft): 5
- Total height (ft): 7.6

---

**Accessories**

- All Weather Cover
- FlexRhoop™
- Shifting Wheels
- FlexRstep™
Customer Review

Envy of the Neighborhood! We love it!

After weeks of considering and reconsidering purchasing the Springfree, I mentioned it to a friend. She told me she had just purchased the same Trampoline for her kids and raved about it. It arrived in three boxes which were well-packed and simple to figure out. The entire setup took approximately 2 hours with 4 excited kids constantly interrupting. The kids have been bouncing dawn ‘til dusk! They can barely keep their eyes open during dinner and they’re sleeping soundly through the night. Overall, a well-constructed and safe product that we’re pleased to have! And best of all four very happy and exhausted kids making for happy parents!!!

Valued Customer, USA
Customer Review

Best Purchase Ever!

We bought this for the kids in April/08. This was the best purchase ever - not just for the kids either. The quality is unsurpassed and its weather resistance is amazing - stood up through a rough winter with no problem. This trampoline is ideal for entertainment and fitness for the young and old - My father (69) loves it, my son has slimmed down and enjoys jumping all the time, and my daughter enjoys bouncing and burning off energy!!! My husband loves to show off his moves! I highly recommend this product for every backyard.

Valued Customer, USA
**Customer Review**

**As Good As It Gets!**

Where do I start? First, it only took 4 days after purchase for the Springfree Trampoline to arrive!! What a great bonus. It only took my wife and I about 1.5 hours to assemble and I'm not sure if I have ever had such an easy assembly. I can’t think of a bad thing to say about the product. I would recommend the trampoline to anyone interested.

Valued Customer, USA
Customer Review

Well-Engineered For Fun And Safety!

Super safe, ease of installation, high-quality documentation, very well-engineered. This trampoline is worth its price tag. The product was well-packaged for shipping, came with clear assembly and use instructions, and was a joy to put together. There was obviously lots of engineering acumen that went into this design! Our three kids love its bounciness, and spend plenty of time on it nearly every day. Its novelty has failed to wear off, surprisingly! I don't worry about whether the kids are safe while they're using the Springfree Trampoline because it's so well designed for the ultimate degree of safety. This is one of the finest products I've ever bought and would recommend it heartily. It's a great investment in outdoor fun and fitness for kids (and for adults like me too!)

Valued Customer, USA

1. Patented FlexiRod™ jumping system
2. Unique SoftEdge™ Mat
3. FlexiNet™ Jumper catching system
4. Flexible Externally mounted Enclosure Rods

Accessorize your Springfree Trampoline

Diameter of mat (ft) 13 x 13
Surface area of mat (sq. ft) 155
Minimum lateral installation clearance (ft) 21 x 21
Jumper weight rating (lbs) 220
Structural load capacity (lbs) 1100
Height of mat above ground (ft) 3.3
Height of FlexiNet™ above mat (ft) 6
Total height (ft) 9.3

All Weather Cover  FlexRhoop™  Shifting Wheels  FlexRstep™
Accessory your Springfree™ Trampoline

Shifting Wheels
Springfree™ Trampoline Shifting Wheels provide the flexibility to shift the trampoline when needed, like for lawn mowing. They slip easily under legs on opposite sides, allowing just one adult to manoeuvre the trampoline quickly and easily.

FlexRhooptm
The Springfree™ FlexRhooptm is built using the same innovative materials and design concepts as the Springfree™ Trampoline. The FlexRhooptm is great for kids who want to practice their shooting or dunking and adds a whole new element of fun for trampoline users.

FlexRstep™
The Springfree™ FlexRstep™ ladder allows easier entry to the trampoline without introducing another potential impact zone. They come with a lock to avoid unsupervised jumping.

Springfree™ Trampoline Accessories Information

**All Weather Cover**
- Fitted covers available for all Springfree™ models
- Heavy duty woven PVC fabric
- UV resistant

**FlexRhooptm**
- Responsive backboard with no hard surface
- Flexible rods and rim that flexes safely when in use
- Easy to install on all Springfree™ Trampoline models
- Weather and UV resistant materials
- Height above the net when fully assembled: 28.5 in. (725 mm)

**Shifting Wheels**
- Length when fully assembled: 13.8 in. (350 mm)
- Width when fully assembled: 7.1 in. (180 mm)
- Height when fully assembled: 4.9 in. (125 mm)
- Structural load capacity: 350 lbs (160 kg)
- Weather resistant powder coated steel finish
- Heavy duty polypropylene wheels

**FlexRstep™**
- Height when fully assembled: 30.7 in. (781 mm)
- Width when fully assembled: 15.5 in. (394 mm)
- Recommended Weight Limit: 150 lbs (70 kg)
- Weather resistant powder coated steel finish
- Safety standards compliance: ASTM F381-04 and AS 4989-2003

FlexRooptm
- Length when fully assembled: 13.8 in. (350 mm)
- Width when fully assembled: 7.1 in. (180 mm)
- Height when fully assembled: 4.9 in. (125 mm)
- Structural load capacity: 350 lbs (160 kg)
- Weather resistant powder coated steel finish
- Heavy duty polypropylene wheels
Springfree cares about your child’s health and safety

- Trampolines provide exceptional physical exercise equal to or better than running or jogging, but way more fun.
- Just 10 minutes of bouncing on a trampoline is equal to 30 minutes of jogging but without the stress on your body.
- Bouncing enhances coordination, strength, flexibility, timing, spatial awareness, reaction speed, agility, and balance.
- Bouncing heals and detoxifies your body. Bouncing on a trampoline accelerates metabolism to burn calories for weight control.
- Obesity is one of the leading causes of type A diabetes that is significantly increasing among America’s children. The increased obesity can partially be attributed to a decline in exercise and physical activity as reported by the Surgeon General’s 2010 report.
- Trampoline exercise can be good for the whole family. There is no age restriction. Get healthy and stay healthy!

MICHIGAN’S BACKYARD SUPERSTORE

New Name... Same Great People

WE ALSO OFFER:
- Rainbow Play Systems
- Rubber Mulch
- Kids Crooked Houses
- Birthday Parties
- Goalsetter Basketball Hoops

16,000 SQ. FT.
INDOOR/OUTDOOR SHOWROOM

53535 Grand River
New Hudson, MI 48165
248-486-5300

7732 Auburn Rd.
Utica, MI 48317
586-254-5404

www.KidsGottaPlay.com • 1-800-955-PLAY
(Formerly Rainbow Recreation of Michigan)

FREE DELIVERY
On any new Springfree Trampoline purchased at a Kids Gotta Play Store.
*Some restrictions apply. See store for details.
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